
Dress Code 
 

 

The administration shall have the right to appraise any current fad or fashion and determine its 

appropriateness for inclusion in the school dress code. Student dress, personal appearance, and 

conduct are required to be of a nature that will not disrupt or distract from the educational 

environment of the school or tend to diminish instructional effectiveness or disciplinary control 

by the teacher. The PPAS Dress code can be viewed on our website, www.ppas.org under the 

Campus Life Tab. 

 

Uniform dress code 
This will consist of tan khaki pants, skort (culottes) or skirts for the girls and tan khaki pants for 

the boys. Both boys and girls will be required to wear navy blue Polo shirts or white collared 

button shirts or blouses. This dress code will be observed during class hours or any sponsored 

off-campus event. 
 

Clothing 
Young men can wear shirts or T-shirts and pants after classes, chapel and dining hall. Young 

women can wear dresses or pants, blouses or T-shirts after classes, chapel, and dining hall. 

Dresses, skirts, or shorts should be no more than three inches above the knees. Shorts of any type 

cannot be worn to classes. PE prescribed clothing can be worn only to those classes. Walking or 

Bermuda shorts can be worn to dinner and to campus evening activities.  During school banquets 

and Sunday morning worship, clothing shall be formal (dresses, dress pants, or skirts and blouses 

for young women; dress pants and shirts with ties for young men). 

 

No tight fitting or form fitting clothing will be worn on campus. Young men must avoid tank 

tops, see-through shirts, and dirty socks. Young women cannot wear halter-tops, backless, thin-

strapped, strapless, low-cut, off the shoulder, transparent tops or blouses, nor bare midriffs. 

Neither miniskirts nor mini-dresses are allowed. 

 

Extremely baggy pants cannot be worn. Cutoffs or other clothing that is torn cannot be worn on 

campus. Blouses, shirttails, and overly long T-shirts must be tucked in. Any clothing that depicts 

tobacco, alcohol, controlled substances, drugs, or bars or which have controversial or 

inappropriate slogans or designs is not acceptable. 
 

Head gear and Hair styles 
Sunglasses, hats, caps, or bandannas will not be allowed in the classrooms, library, chapel, or 

inside buildings.  Hairstyles that are extreme or interfere with vision or that are disruptive will 

not be allowed. Young men's hair must be above the collar. No punk look, shaved designs, tails, 

Mohawks, stripes, or rattails are allowed. Young women should wear their earrings on their 

earlobes. No earrings of any kind can be worn by young men. 
 

Footwear 
Shoes and socks are required at all times at the classroom building, chapel, and dining hall. 

Slippers, thongs, footies, and strapless sandals, which do not offer sanitary or safety protection, 

shall be prohibited. 

http://www.ppas.org/

